Summary

Creator: Prokofiev, Sergey, 1891-1953

Title: Postcard : Odessa, to W. Ch. Klein, New York, N.Y

Date: 1939 May 1

Size: 1 item

Source: Gift, MacIntire, Ethel J, 12/18/91

Abstract: Sergey Prokofiev was a Russian composer. Autograph postcard, signed “Serge Prokofieff.” “On the back is the building where I will give a concert tomorrow.”.


Language of the Material: In English

Creator History

Sergey Prokofiev was a Russian composer.

Scope and Content Note

Autograph postcard, signed “Serge Prokofieff.” “On the back is the building where I will give a concert tomorrow.”.

Key Terms
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Composers
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Postcards

Names
Prokofiev, Sergey, 1891-1953
Klein, W. Ch